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Overview
1) Overview Marine  Spa tia l Planning (MSP)
2) Cetacean-friendly MSP
3) Recom m endations

Useful background: Penina Blanket t ‘s presentat ion on MSP @ AC23 (2017) 
(https://www.ascobans.org/en/document/marine-spatial-planning)



Status MSP by Party
Party MSP (EEZ) finalised

Belgium Finalised MSP (2020-2026)

Denmark In evaluation (1st MSP)

Finland Finalised (2020-2030)

France Not fully finalised, step-by-step approach

Germany 2nd MSP (1st Sept)

Lithuania In revision (1st MSP)

Netherlands 3rd MSP in preparation (2022-2027)

Poland Adopted April 2021

Sweden Final plans not yet adopted (late 2021?)

UK Separate plans (England East, South, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Wales)
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Evaluations on national MSPs are coming from BirdLife and WWF
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Bild:  Holzhüter et al. 2019

How does Marine SpatialPlanning (MSP) work in practice?

© BALTIC EXPLORER 
BONUS BASMATI



For example:

Spatial/temporal distributions ofcetaceans should feed into MSP, 
but also threat-specific sensitivities + precaution
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Need to recognize how far we are from „Good EnvironmentalStatus“ 

• IPCC ocean report (2019): acceleration of changes
throughout marine ecosystem, poor prognosis (e.g. 
ocean warming)

• IPBES report (2019): global biodiversity crisis
• EU Commission report on the state of nature

(October 2020): Baltic and North Seas not reaching GES
• National example: 

• Harbour porpoises (Baltic proper, but North Sea
decline 2002-2019 is also of concern)

Nachtsheim et al. (2021)

MSP needs to take the pressure out  of our
marine ecosystem accordingly.
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How cetacean-friendlyare national MSPs?
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1) Application of the ecosystem-based approach
2) Zonation and rights of different sectors should

reflect needs of cetaceans: avoid conflict !
• MPA usage
• Check individual sectors

3) Species-specific zonat ion and management of
cetaceans

4) Ecological coherence across the ocean basin

Checklist for cetacean-friendlyMSP 
(not exclusive)



Step 1: Application of the ecosystem-based approach in MSP
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Are Parties applying the ecosystem-based approach* (e.g. Germany)?
Selected categories Done
Participation & communication

Strategic Environmental Assessment
Best available knowledge & practice
Precaution / adaptation /alternative scenarios
Mitigation/offsetting
Identification of environmental services
Cumulative pressure /carrying capacity
Risk assessment (e.g. accidents, climate change)
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* In line with the HELCOM-VASAB Guidelines for the implementation of the ecosystem-based approach in MSP in the Baltic Sea

Not  sufficient

Not  sufficient

X
X
X
X

Sensit ivity analysis missing

weak
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Step 2: to what extent do individual sectors
avoid conflict with cetaceans? 

MPA

Fishing

Shipping

Sand/gravel extract ion

Offshore wind 



• Special Area of
Conservat ion (SAC)
• Crit ical birth habitat
• Decline at Sylt  Outer
Reef: - 3.79% p.a. 2002 –
2019 (Nachtsheim et  al. 
2021)

How does this match the needs ofharbour porpoises?
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How are our MPAs managed through MSP?

MPA
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NGOs call for 50% of MPA areas 
free from industrial use

MPA

Fishing

Shipping

Sand/gravel 
extract ion
Offshore wind 
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MPA
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Shipping
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Offshore wind 

Reality: resource extraction, shipping…
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Little recognition of the need for
ecological connectivity

MPA

Fishing

Shipping

Sand/gravel extract ion

Offshore wind 



All sectors should be assessed to avoid conflict… (e.g. shipping)
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Step 3: are there species-specific provisions for cetaceans?

But: there are no
provisions for
harbour porpoises
in the Balt ic. 



Step 4: ecological coherence across ocean basin
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Coherence in the Baltic?
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• MSP needs to be based on ecosystem-based approach
• MPAs must  be excluded from indust rial use
• Priority areas for nature must  go beyond Natura-2000 sites

• Zonation for small cetaceans, with emphasis on sensitive 
habitats and seasons

• Multi-use outside of MPAs
• Stronger focus on ecological connect ivity needed

• Between and beyond MPAs
• Recognizing barriers to movement (e.g. shipping lanes)
• Coherent application required

Overall recommendations
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Priority recommendations for AC26 (1)

• Guidelines for cetacean-friendly MSP:

“New Marine Spatial Plans for national Exclusive Economic Zones have been 
developed across ASCOBANS Parties this year. During the evaluation and adaptation 
process it is of particular interest to ASCOBANS to illustrate how marine spatial 
planning can be cetacean-friendly and integrate relevant conservation, mitigation and 
compensation measures. Therefore, the Advisory Committee requests that guidelines
are produced (involving among others ASCOBANS, ACCOBAMS and the European 
Commission) on how marine spatial planning can ensure that these plans take the 
conservation needs of [small] cetaceans into account. ASCOBANS Secretariat to seek 
funding from [...], with a voluntary contribution sought from a Party or Parties. The 
organizational committee includes [...]. “
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Priority recommendations for AC26 (2)

• Species-specific zonat ion for small cetaceans:

• “Requests Parties to consistently include the distributions of all relevant 
cetaceans listed under ASCOBANS in their national marine spatial plans, for 
example through reservation areas; ”

• …
• Update nat ional report  format :

• “The Advisory Committee agrees that the national reporting format should be 
updated to better assess how cetacean-friendly national marine spatial plans 
are. “
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Recommendations for national reporting

• Stronger focus on small cetaceans: 
• Are there species-specific priority or reservation

areas? Other provisions? 
• Which threats to cetaceans are being managed

through MSP in which parts of the population or
during which parts of the season?

• Performance against HELCOM-VASAB key elements for
applying the ecosystem-based approach in MSP
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Schlusspunkt

Let ‘s discuss…
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